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As a capital city of Maharashtra state the city Mumbai takes a place in the heart of the visitors .This
place is very much famous for its various touristâ€™s attractions as well as business centre. Due to its
business hub this city is mainly known as commercial capital of India. This city attracts millions of
travelers from every nook and corner of the world. They may be the business travelers as well as
leisure vacationers because the travelling purpose of the tourist is may be anything.

In today time there are thousands of online booking websites serving the city to do the complex task
in simplest form. You can do the Mumbai hotels booking through online by surfing various websites
.Before doing your online booking first check all the details like payment, facilities and amenities ,
most important check the review of the hotel so that it will very much easiest for you to select a
perfect hotel. Another option is also available for you that you can book the hotel through various
travel organizations.

Present day there are various travel organizations are also available in the market and offers their
best discount in booking. So it is better for you to hire a travel organization so that for you there is
no need to take headache.

Budget hotels in Mumbai are centrally located in this busiest city which will offer good staying option
in cheaper rates. These budget hotels are giving you a homely environment which has filled with
true Indian hospitality.

These are very much famous among the tourists who come to this city and donâ€™t want to spend more
money for their accommodation. Here you can every kind of modern facilities .You may not be
getting more luxurious service but the normal range of service are provided which is deserved as
per your budget.  In these you will get all the modern kind of facilities inside the room like TV, air-
conditioning room, 24 hrs room service etc. You can also enjoy multi cuisine food here. Other
amenities which are provided by this budget hotels are Doctor on call, currency exchange, deposit
locker, laundry service etc. These are the personalized service if you want you can use this.

Some of the famous budget hotels in Mumbai are Hotel Airport International, Hotel Ajanta, Hotel
garden, Hotel highway residency, Hotel Galaxy etc.
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